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dans  !"!#!$!%!&!'et les autres robots environ-
nementaux non théorisant, ne sont pas pour 
demain. Pour l’instant, seuls les robots créés 
pour s’adapter aux environnements extrêmes 
(fonds abyssaux et espace), présentent de véri-
tables avancées pour des robots humanoïdes.
 !" #$%!&'&()*" +)," -./.'," 0123!.4#)," 5.!'&-
nueront à être rares. Par contre, il y aura sû-
rement de la robotique dans toutes sortes de 
nouveaux biens de consommation, jusqu’aux 
plus fantaisistes, qui « révolutionneront » nos 
modes de vies et notre quête affective en rela-
tion avec les objets, telle une actualisation de 
La complainte du progrès de Boris Vian (1955).

1 Escola Superior de Desenho Industrial. Universidade do 
Estado do Rio de Janeiro.
2 « Danger, Will Robinson ! » trouve son origine dans la 
série télévisée, lorsque le robot prévient le jeune Will Ro-
binson d’une menace imminente.
3 Le robot humanoïde Asimo a été abandonné après plus 
de vingt ans d’investissements et de succès technolo-
giques de Honda.
4 63!,"+3"%+&3'&.!"#1"7-)2&)-")!8&!"3913'&91)"-3#&.5.2-
23!#$"73-":),+3")!";<=<*"#),")!8&!,",.1,>23-&!,"'$+$-.-
botisés sont développés par diverses entreprises à partir 
#),"3!!$),";=?@"A"B'+3," +)C'-.!&C*"D+1)%!"E./.'&5,*"FG-
droid, International Submarine Engineering Ltd, Kongs-
berg Maritime, OceanScan et Teledyne Gavia.
5 ()*+,-.*/012' 3.4/5/.*' 6.728' %*9:918' &1.-/1*58' %;<1-/-
mental Satellites.
6 Longtemps les tins toys de robots ont été associés à des 
tins toys de space rockets.
H"www.youtube.com/watch?v=udfHwzkyzZg
<":)+"D3I')-*"E)'0&!C"E./.'&5,*"JKB*"L@;MN
9 E..2/3" OL@@LP" Q" R.SD.'" O;=?=P" Q" B913>T35" KG,')2"
O;=?HP"Q"B&/."O;===P"Q"U&/."O"L@;HP"Q"K&-&"OL@;;PN
;@"C. BREAZEAL, =14/9*/*9'(.+/:>71'&.>.54, Cambridge, MIT 
V-),,*"L@@LN"
11 Débat qui met en équivoque le statut des indiens et des 
noirs vis-à-vis de celui des blancs. F. B. DE LAS CASAS, His-
toire des Indes*"V3-&,*"W#&'&.!,"#1"K)1&+*"M"(.+,*"L@@LN
12 V)77)-"OL@;XP"Q"F18(&)"OL@;LP"Q"Y3."OL@@HP"Q"E./."F)+-
7)-"OL@;LP"Q"Z3+C&!8"B,,&,'"6)(&5)"OL@@<P"Q"FB[*"OL@;MP"Q"
&\3'"OL@@]PN
13 F&C3-&"OL@;HP"Q" ^%D.'"OL@@=PN
14 Z. PARÉ, ?@A91'2@.-'21'7:'-.>.5/BC1'D:<.*:/41, Paris, Les 
D)++),"+)''-),*"5.++N"_"U37.!"`*",$-&)"_"W'1#),"`*"L@;?N

pain et ne ressembleront pas aux humanoïdes 
#)" ,5&)!5)>%5'&.!N" R3&,*" (&3" #a31'-)," #&,7.-
sitifs, ils partageront nos efforts physiques et 
les prises de décisions à impacts sociaux et 
émotionnels. Si de tels robots étaient en partie 
destinés à devenir des palliatifs à des situations 
d’exclusion sociale ou des besoins d’aide dans 
la maladie, le handicap ou la vieillesse, ils le 
seraient aussi dans des situations d’isolement 
au sens large : des HikikomorisEF aux travail-
leurs ruraux. Ils ne seraient plus le seul apa-
nage d’une génération de yuppies du genre 
nerds, geeks, G:**:>114, hypsters, cellphone 
DC*H/14 et autres socio-types.

Au Japon déjà, le METI (Ministry of Economy, 
Trade and Industry), le NEDO (#1G' %*1-9)'
:*2'I*2C45-/:7'$1+,*.7.9)'=1J17.<K1*5'L-9:-
nization), le MHLW (M/*/45-)'.N'61:75,8'?:>.C-'
and Welfare) et l’Association pour l’assistance 
')50!&91)" OB:BP*" 3&!,&" 91)" ;M@" 5.2738!&),*"
ont formé au niveau national cinq groupes de 
travail à partir de cinq priorités :

« Les dispositifs d’assistance médicalisée O' 714'
2/4<.4/5/N4' 21' 4C-J1/77:*+1' 21' 7:' 2PK1*+1' 4P-
nile O'714'2/4<.4/5/N4'7/P4':C;'1;+-PK1*54 O'714'2/4-
<.4/5/N4'2@:/21'Q'7:'K.>/7/5P'15':C;'K.CJ1K1*54'
des personnes âgées O'15'714'2/4<.4/5/N4'<.-5:>714'
BC/' <1CJ1*5' :/21-' :C;' 4./*4' 15' :44/451-' 714' 4./-
gnantsER. »

Assistance en général, surveillance et sécurité, 
hygiène, aide à la mobilité et à la motricité, 
aide aux soignants, autant de marqueurs d’une 
nouvelle condition humaine liée à la qualité 
et à l’espérance de vie des populations. Par-
fois isolées, diminuées physiquement dans 
la mobilité ou mentalement et émotionnelle-
ment pour prendre des décisions, en des si-
tuations récurrentes, nouvelles ou extrêmes, 
les personnes âgées créent de nouveaux be-
,.&!,"91&",)-.!'"+)"7-&!5&73+"#$%"#)"+3"7-$()!-
tion sociale, du Design Universel et de l’UX 
Design (=14/9*' "41-' %;<1-/1*+1), des objets 
connectés et de certains robots. Néanmoins, 
si la robotique peut s’inscrire dans une volon-
té d’humanisation de lutte contre la précari-
sation de certaines conditions de vie, elle ne 
sera pas pour autant anthropomorphique. Les 
expectatives de capacités sociales, projetées 

Heidegger and McLuhan:  The computer as component* 
Michael Heim (1993) – part two

Language Machine is Our Destiny
Soon after trading in my electric typewriter for 
3" 7.-'3/+)" 5.271')-" &!" ;=<M*" b" 532)" '." /)-
lieve that the machine in my hands was indeed 
the language machine of Heidegger’s specu-
lations. The “language machine” was Heide-
gger’s groping term for the incipient phenom-
enon of word processing. Of course, word 
processing did not exist in Heidegger’s life-
time, at least not as a cultural phenomenon. 
It existed only in the dreams of inventors like 
Doug Engelbart and Ted Nelson. Although he 
did not see the word processor, Heidegger did 
have a keen eye for the philosophical impli-
cations in the shift of writing technologies. He 
saw in writing technology a clue to the human 
relationship to language and to our awareness 
as beings embodied in the world: 

“#.5' >)' +,:*+1' 2.14'K.21-*'K:*'G-/51' SG/5,@'
5,1'5)<1G-/51-':*2'S2/+5:514@'TT'5,1'4:K1'G.-2':4'
S5.' /*J1*5' +-1:5/J17)@' [Dichten] -- ‘into’ the ma-
+,/*1!'$,/4' S,/45.-)@' .N' 5,1' H/*24'.N'G-/5/*9' /4' :5'
5,1' 4:K1' 5/K1'.*1'.N' 5,1'K:D.-' -1:4.*4' N.-' 5,1'
/*+-1:4/*9'2145-C+5/.*'.N'5,1'G.-2!'$,1'G.-2'*.'
7.*91-'<:4414' 5,-.C9,' 5,1',:*2':4' /5'G-/514':*2'
:+54' :C5,1*5/+:77)' >C5' 5,-.C9,' 5,1' K1+,:*/012'
<-144C-1' .N' 5,1' ,:*2!' $,1' 5)<1G-/51-' 4*:5+,14'
script from the essential realm of the hand--and 
5,/4'K1:*4'5,1',:*2'/4'-1K.J12'N-.K'5,1'1441*-
5/:7'-1:7K'.N'5,1'G.-2!'$,1'G.-2'>1+.K14'4.K1-
5,/*9' S5)<12!@' #1J1-5,171448' K1+,:*/+:7' 4+-/<5'
2.14' ,:J1' /54' .G*8' 7/K/512' /K<.-5:*+1' G,1-1'
K1+,:*/012'4+-/<5'41-J14':4':'K1-1'5-:*4+-/<5/.*'
N.-'<-141-J/*9',:*2G-/5/*98'.-'G,1-1'5)<1G-/551*'
4+-/<5' 4C>45/5C514' N.-' S<-/*5!@' U,1*' 5)<1G-/51-4'
V-45'>1+:K1'<-1J:71*58':'<1-4.*:7'71551-'5)<12'.*'
:'K:+,/*1'G:4' -19:-212' :4' :' 7:<41'.N'K:**1-4'
.-' :4' :*' /*4C75!'$.2:)8' ,:*2G-/551*' 71551-4' 47.G'
2.G*' -:</2' -1:2/*9' :*2' :-1' 5,1-1N.-1' -19:-212'
:4' .72TN:4,/.*12' :*2' C*214/-:>71!' M1+,:*/012'
G-/5/*9'21<-/J14'5,1',:*2'.N'2/9*/5)'/*'5,1'-1:7K'
.N'5,1'G-/551*'G.-2':*2'219-:214'5,1'G.-2'5.':'

K1-1'K1:*4'N.-'5,1'5-:NV+'.N'+.KKC*/+:5/.*!W1

F)&#)88)-" ^.51,)," .!" '0)" &!5-)3,&!8" 'G7&%-
cation brought about by modern rationalist 

models of standardized intelligibility, models 
which underscore the advantages of repetition 
and instant recognition. 
Heidegger’s criticisms of the typewriter are 
somewhat off the mark now that the personal 
computer has replaced the mechanical type-
writer. Unlike the typewriter, the word proces-
sor guides the hand into a nonmechanical pro-
5),,N":0)"%!8)-,".!"'0)"C)G/.3-#"2&80'"c1,'"3,"
well be a voice that activates the information 
device, for the computer removes the writing 
activity from script and mechanical imprints. 
Word processing can also have a graphic in-
terface which brings the hand back to bodi-
ly gestures like pointing and moving things 
around with a graphic pointing device or 
mouse. The actions are done in an already typ-
&%)#*"#&8&'&d)#")+)2)!'N"J!+&C)"'0)"'G7)S-&')-*"
the computer does not simply replace direct 
hand movements with the industrial-mechan-
ical action of springs, pulleys, and levers. The 
information environment allows gestures to 
work in ways that leave behind the industri-
3+"2350&!)"S&'0"&',"512/)-,.2)"/1'")^%5&)!'"
mediation of human energy and attention. The 
electronic element shifts the quality of action 
to another level. The formulation of ideas on 
a word processor can establish impersonality 
S0&+)"350&)(&!8"3"#&-)5'!),,"3!#"e)I&/&+&'G"1!-
dreamt of with the typewriter. 

Heidegger sensed the power of the machine 
as an agent for changing our relationship to 
the word. In fact, the word processor chang-
es our relationship to written language at least 
as much as the printing press. Nor can schol-
arship go unchanged. Heidegger correctly 
feared that electronic digital text might absorb 
0&," .S!"S.-CN" b!" ;=?H*" 0)" ^)3-)#" '03'" 3" -&,-
ing tide of information might soon swallow his 
own writings:

“M:)>1',/45.-)':*2'5-:2/5/.*'G/77'V5'4K..5,7)'/*5.'
5,1'/*N.-K:5/.*'-15-/1J:7'4)451K4'G,/+,'G/77'41-J1'
:4'-14.C-+1'N.-'5,1'/*1J/5:>71'<7:**/*9'*1124'.N':'
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+)>1-*15/+:77)'.-9:*/012'K:*H/*2!'$,1'BC145/.*'
/4'G,15,1-'5,/*H/*9'5..'G/77'1*2'/*'5,1'>C4/*144'.N'
/*N.-K:5/.*'<-.+144/*9!XY

If it has already transformed the epistemic 
stance of the natural sciences, the computer 
is transforming the humanities as well. The 
word processor is the calculator of the human-
ist. This electronic machine gives its users the 
power to manipulate written language in new 
ways. Just as the printing press altered culture 
and scholarship soon after its invention, so too 
the computer automates the composition, stor-
age, and transmission of written words. And if 
the computer affects all written communica-
tion, will it not in turn affect the way we regard 
and use language in general—not only when 
we sit at the word processor, but, by afteref-
fect, whenever we speak and listen, perhaps 
even whenever we think? 
\.271')-"')50!.+.8G"&,",."e)I&/+)"3!#"3#37'-
able to our thought processes that we soon 
consider it less an external tool and more a 
second skin or mental prosthesis. Once ac-
climated to the technology, we play it much 
as a musician plays an instrument—identify-
ing with it, becoming one with it. Writing on 
the language machine produces a new kind 
.^"S-&'&!8"3!#"'0&!C&!8N"B'".1-"%!8)-'&7,"&,"'0)"
calculating machine dreamt of by Pascal and 
Leibniz, the fathers of modern metaphysics, 
but now this calculator operates on our lan-
guage as we spontaneously produce it. 
Heidegger sensed that the language machine 
belongs to our destiny. What did he mean 
when he said the language machine would 
“take language into its management and mas-
ter the essence of the human being”? Was he 
simply reacting to change? Should we place 
him historically among the reactionaries of his 
time?3 I think not. Political terms of reaction 
or progress are too crude here. Heidegger’s 
statement invites us to insight, not political 
agendas. He was meditating on a technology 
still in the bud. Now that this technology is 
blossoming, we need to consider what he was 
getting at. Neither Luddite nor technophobe, 
Heidegger resisted every attempt to categorize 
his views as either optimistic or pessimistic. 
Whether the glass was half-empty or half-full, 

Heidegger was interested in the substance of 
its contents. He was a soft determinist, accept-
ing destiny while studying the different ways of 
absorbing its impact. In this respect, he resem-
bled the American philosopher of communi-
cations, Marshall McLuhan. 

McLuhan and Computers 
Like McLuhan, Heidegger believed he had 
grasped something unique and essential about 
the twentieth century. Both Heidegger and 
McLuhan felt an inner relationship to their ep-
och. Each believed he was interpreting a des-
tiny the next generation would receive, and 
)350"/)+&)()#"'03'"'0)"+)835G".^"0&,"-)e)5'&.!,"
on technology was far more important than 
his own personal value judgments about tech-
nology. McLuhan wrote that he held back his 
own value judgments from the public because 
they create «a smog in ourculture.» He wrote: 
“I' ,:J1' 5-/12' 5.' :J./2'K:H/*9'<1-4.*:7' J:7C1'
DC29K1*54' :>.C5' 5,141' <-.+14414' Z.N' 51+,*.-
logical transformation] since they seem far too 
/K<.-5:*5':*2'5..'7:-91'/*'4+.<1'5.2141-J1':'
K1-17)'<-/J:51'.</*/.*.“4 Similarly, Heidegger 
held back statements of personal values from 
his philosophy, whether statements of self-jus-
'&%53'&.!,".-".^"3"2.-3+"38)!#3N":0)"7.&!'"S3,"
'."-)e)5'".!"'0)"-3#&53+",0&^',"/-.180'"3/.1'"/G"
an unprecedented development. 
Both Heidegger and McLuhan saw intimate 
connections between information technology 
and the way the mind works. If Heideggeris 
the father of information anxiety, McLuhan is 
'0)"50&+#".^"'0)"')+)(&,&.!"2)#&3".^"'0)";=?@,N"
What synchronized their visions is the crucial 
-.+)"')50!.+.8G"7+3G,"&!"#)%!&!8"-)3+&'G*"&!".7-
erating as an invisible backdrop within which 
the content or entities of the world appear. Be-
hind the visible entities of the world McLuhan 
glimpsed a hidden backdrop: “To say that any 
51+,*.7.9)'.-'1;51*4/.*'.N'K:*'+-1:514':'*1G'
1*J/-.*K1*5' /4' :'KC+,' >1551-' G:)' .N' 4:)/*9'
5,1'K12/CK'/4'5,1'K144:91!'M.-1.J1-8'5,/4'1*-
J/-.*K1*5'/4':7G:)4'S/*J/4/>71@':*2'/54'+.*51*5'
/4':7G:)4'5,1'.72'51+,*.7.9)!'$,1'.72'51+,*.7-
.9)'/4':751-12'+.*4/21-:>7)'>)'5,1'1*J17.</*9'
:+5/.*'.N'5,1'*1G'51+,*.7.9)!“ For Heidegger, 
likewise, the question of technology was not 
an ontic one, not one about the proliferation of 

devices nor even about the possible suprem-
acy of the machine over human beings. His 
ontological question touches the world, the 
clearing or backdrop against which things ap-
pear. Ontology has to do with our understand-
ing of the being of things, not with things as 
such. The ontological question probes the in-
visible background. As McLuhan saw it, “The 
+.*51*5'.N'5,1'*1G'1*J/-.*K1*5'/4':7G:)4'5,1'
old one. The content is greatly transformed 
>)' 5,1'*1G' 51+,*.7.9)!!!!'$.2:)' 5,1'1*J/-.*-
K1*5'/5417N'>1+.K14'5,1':-5/N:+5!“6 Technology 
would not sweep the older things away but 
would transform them while placing them be-
fore us as though nothing had changed. Sim-
ilarly,according to Heidegger, the future takes 
up the past while making it present, and the 
environment we live in quickly becomes an 
artifact in the omnivorous future of the tech-
nological system. 
McLuhan helps us understand what the com-
71')-"#.),",7)5&%53++G"3,"3"+3!8138)"2350&!)*"
as a component of human knowledge. Both 
McLuhan and Heidegger considered the most 
awesome power of technology to reside in its 
newly achieved intimacy with language. Mc-
Luhan noted with approval Heidegger’s treat-
ment of language as a transcendental aspect 
of Being: 

“$,1' :7<,:>15' :*2' H/*2-12' 9/KK/+H4' ,:J1' 7.*9'
41-J12'K:*':4':'4C>7/K/*:7'4.C-+1'.N'<,/7.4.<,-
ical and religious assumptions. Certainly Martin 
61/21991-'G.C72' 411K' 5.' >1' .*' >1551-' 9-.C*2'
Z5,:*' [:*5' G:4' /*' :44CK/*9' %C+7/2/:*' 4<:+1' 5.'
>1' :*'a priori] in using the totality of language 
itself as philosophical datum. For there, at least 
/*' *.*T7/51-:51' <1-/.248' G/77' >1' 5,1' -:5/.' :K.*9'
all the senses.... An enthusiasm for Heidegger’s 
1;+1771*5'7/*9C/45/+4'+.C72'1:4/7)'451K'N-.K'*:/J1'
immersion in the metaphysical organicism of our 
171+5-.*/+'K/7/1C!!!!'$,1-1'/4'*.5,/*9'9..2'.-'>:2'
:>.C5'<-/*5'>C5'5,1'C*+.*4+/.C4*144'.N'5,1'1NN1+5'
of any force is a disaster, especially a force that 
G1',:J1'K:21'.C-417J14!“H

McLuhan suggests that Heidegger’s ideas have 
a greater appeal to a culture organized elec-
tronically because such a culture has already 
left behind the detached, linear, individualis-
tic mentality of literate or print cultures. He 

agrees with Heidegger in asserting that lan-
guage technology belongs to us more essen-
tially than any tool. When a technology touch-
es our language, it touches us where we live. 
F.S" 53!" S)" 70&+.,.70&53++G" -)e)5'" .!" '0)"
word processor? How can we get beyond 
the vague general talk about the dangers of 
the calculative mentality? McLuhan’s work 
can help track the impact of word-processing 
')50!.+.8G"2.-)",7)5&%53++G"3!#"5+)3-+GN"D1'"
for me it was not McLuhan but an illustrious 
student of his, Walter J. Ong, who provided 
a more precise conceptual angle from which 
I could better see the language machine. For 
,7)5&%5"&!,&80'"&!'."'0)"S3G"'0)"S.-#"7-.5),-
sor alters our thought processes and even our 
sense of reality, I found help in the writings of 
Ong who treats the psychodynamics, the shifts 
in mentality, that occur in Western history as 
new technologies for language storage come 
into prominence. 
Ong traces two major shifts in knowledge stor-
age: the oral-to-literate and the chirograph-
&5>'.>7-&!'" ,0&^',N":0)"%-,'" .551--)#"S0)!" '0)"
culture moved from a predominantly oral-
based society to a society increasingly based 
on the written word. The second shift moved 
from handwritten (chirographic) texts to the 
more widely disseminated, mechanically pro-
duced printed books. With more detail and 
coherence than his mentor McLuhan, Ong 
traced these shifts in writing technologies as 
they affected human awareness and in turn in-
e1)!5)#"&!')-35'&()")7&,')2.+.8G"OC!.S+)#8)"
as it occurs in relation to tools and to other per-
sons). Unlike an absolute stance, this episte-
mological approach takes seriously the chang-
es that mark the history of human knowledge. 
The studies by Ong and Eric Havelock (3-1N:+1'
5.'37:5.) provide concrete material for distin-
guishing different historical epochs by their 
characteristic ways of symbolizing, storing, 
and transmitting truths. The patterns of psychic 
transformation they trace dovetail nicely with 
Heidegger’s history of being. 
According to Heidegger, we notice the eclipse 
of the truth of being occurring already in Pla-
to’s metaphysics. Once the truth of being be-
comes equated with the light of unchanging 
intelligibility, the nature of truth shifts to the 
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3/&+&'G" .^" ,'3')2)!'," '." -)+&3/+G" -)e)5'" .-" -)-
fer to entities. With the steadiness of propo-
sitional truth comes the tendency to relate to 
being as a type, form, or anticipated shape. 
With being as steady form, entities gain their 
-)3+&'G"'0-.180"'0)&-"/)&!8"'G7&%)#N"B+-)3#G"&!"
Plato we see the seeds of the Western drive 
'.",'3!#3-#&d)"'0&!8,*"'."%!#"S03'"&,"#)7)!#-
able and typical in them. Truth as the disclo-
sure process, as the play of revealing/conceal-
ing disappears behind the scene in which the 
conscious mind grasps bright objects appre-
hended as clear, unwavering, rational forms. 
As humans develop the ability to typify and 
apprehend formal realities, the loss of truth 
as emergent disclosure goes unnoticed. All is 
light and form. Nothing hides behind the truth 
.^"/)&!8,N"D1'" '0&," f!.'0&!8a"%!3++G"23C),"3!"
appearance after the whole world has become 
a rigid grid of standardized forms and shapes 
conceived and engineered by humans. As the 
wasteland grows, we see the devastation of 
our fully explicit truths. We see there is, must 
be, more. The hidden extra cannot be con-
sciously produced. Only by seeing the limits 
of standardization can we begin to respond 
to it. We have to realize that each advance 
in typifying and standardizing things also im-
7+&),"3"'-3#)>.^^N"Z0)!"S)"%-,'"-)350"^.-S3-#"
3!#"8-3,7" '0&!8,*"S)",))".!+G" '0)"/)!)%',".^"
our standardization, only the positive side of 
8-)3')-" 5+3-&'G" 3!#"1'&+&'GN" b'" &," #&^%51+'" '." 35-
cept the paradox that, no matter how alluring, 
)()-G"83&!"&!"%I)#"&!')++&8&/&+&'G"/-&!8,"S&'0"&'"
a corresponding loss of vivacity. Because we 
3-)"%!&')*")()-G"83&!"S)"23C)"3+,."&27+&),"3"
lost possibility. The loss is especially devastat-
ing to those living in the technological world, 
for here they enjoy everything conveniently at 
their disposal—everything, that is, except the 
playful process of discovery itself. 
The McLuhan-inspired theory of cultural trans-
formation brings out the impact of the word 
processor even more sharply. But this theory 
lacks a poignant sense of loss or a feel for the 
'-3#)>.^^,"0377)!&!8" &!"%!&')"0&,'.-&53+" '-3!,-
formations. Walter Ong’s version of cultural 
transformation has about it something of a 
grand Christian optimism, seeing in the glob-
al network of electronic radio, television, and 

%+2"3"S3G".^"-)>&!')8-3'&!8"3"^3++)!*"^-382)!'-
ed humanity, creating a closer community. For 
Ong, the shift from a predominantly oral cul-
ture to a literate culture shattered the original 
tribal unity. In bringing about greater individu-
alism and fostering the logical faculties, litera-
cy cut into the psychic roots of belonging and 
severed the attachment to immediate interper-
sonal presence. The print culture even further 
reinforced literacy, spreading it ever more 
widely, lifting individualism to unprecedent-
ed heights. Then, in Hegelian fashion, Ong 
sees the electronic media sublating the earlier 
oppositions, the oral and the literate, so that 
electronics achieves an encompassing syn-
thesis. Electronic visuals, supported by voic-
es, re-creates human presence and re-unites 
the individuated members of the community. 
Underneath, however, the electronic images 
still depend on the reading of scripts, prepared 
messages, and a print-informed society. So the 
electronic media preserves individual literacy 
while at the same time surpassing it. Because 
of his hopeful Hegelian dialectic, Ong omits 
the critical evaluation that can only take place 
in the existential moment. While McLuhan re-
mained publicly silent on the adverse effects 
of the new media, Ong appears to have ab-
sorbed criticism in a larger picture based on 
the Christian narrative of Garden Fall Para-
dise Regained. 
Heidegger, on the contrary, reminds us of the 
inevitable trade-offs in history. His philoso-
phy does in fact proceed from the Hegelian 
sweep of historical epochs, but it denies the 
possibility of an integrative summation from 
one absolute standpoint. History is a series of 
ambiguous gains bringing hidden losses. The 
series of epochs that makes up the history of 
reality (Seinsgeschichte) expands or contracts 
with different hermeneutic projects but nev-
er permits a single cumulative narrative. Each 
moment of historical transformation brings a 
challenge of interpreting the losses and gains, 
the trade-offs in historical drift. The drift of his-
tory allows no safe haven from which to assess 
and collect strictly positive values once and for 
all. 
In our era, Heidegger’s notion of the intrinsic 
trade-offs of history can spark a critical anal-

ysis of computerized writing. Existential criti-
cism can investigate the implications of a spe-
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it accepts historical drift, existential criticism 
proceeds without possessing a total picture of 
the whither and wherefore, without accepting 
the picture promoted by either technological 
utopians or dystopians. There is no need to 
enforce a closure of pro-or-con, wholesale ac-
ceptance or rejection. While recognizing the 
computer as a component in our knowledge 
process, we can attend to what happens to us 
as we collaborate with technology. Because 
human history is a path of self-awareness, as 
we deepen our understanding of computer in-
teraction, we will also increase our self-under-
standing.
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